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ABSTRACT  

The empty spot at the opposite end of the dull bar is available. The examination is a method for determining 

the candidate's degree of knowledge in the subject matter of a certain area of research. The examiner is the 

one who decides whether or not the test should be impromptu or planned in advance. As a consequence of 

this, a candidate may either have a temporary or permanent status depending on the circumstances. The 

students currently enrolled at the University of Lagos are the primary subjects of this study. The findings of 

the experimental and numerical analyses of the three constructions that were compared demonstrate that the 

position of the actuator that offers the maximum controllability is at a distance of 0.025 metres (position 1) 

from the free end. This conclusion was reached after comparing the three structures. The data collected from 

the three different locations were analysed to come to this conclusion. The results of the research indicate that 

active vibration control is likely to be an efficient technique for use in intelligent cantilever constructions. 

Keywords: smart materials, Sensors and actuators 

INTRODUCTION 

By the use of smart materials, either active or passive intelligence may be expressed. In the work of 

Fairweather (1998), the term "smart active materials" refers to substances that, when subjected to the influence 

of external fields such as electric, thermal, or magnetic fields, are able to undergo transformations in their 

geometric or physical characteristics. As a consequence of this, the materials gain an innate capacity to change 

the shape that energy takes. There are many different types of active smart materials, such as piezoelectric 

materials, shape memory alloys, electrically resistive liquids, and magnetostrictive materials. Since they are 

active, they are capable of performing the duties of both actuators and force transducers. For example, the 

SMA possesses a considerable spring force of the order of 700 MPa (105 psi) which can be employed for 

actuation. Piezoelectric materials that do the same thing, converting electrical energy into mechanical force, 

are sometimes referred to as "active." 

Smart materials that are not actively involved in their interactions with their surroundings are referred to as 

passive smart materials. While they have a high level of intelligence, they do not naturally possess the capacity 

to change energy. Fiber optic material is an excellent illustration of an example of a passively smart material. 

It is possible to employ these materials as sensors; however, they cannot be used as actuators or transducers. 
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Figure.1 The most common types of smart materials and their stimulus-response relationships. 

Smart materials: future applications 

During scientific conferences and seminars, knowledgeable specialists often give their imaginative musings 

and hypotheses regarding the likely trajectory of the development of smart materials. According to the 

findings of Professor Rogers's research (Rogers, 1990), the following are some potential breakthroughs that 

may occur in the near future in the subject of smart materials and structures. 

• Components that have the ability to halt the spread of fractures because of the automated generation 

of compressive stress in the region surrounding the fissures (Damage Stop). 

• Components that are capable of determining whether the force that is being applied is static or dynamic 

and that offer a substantial amount of resistance to the effects of shock loading (shock absorbers). 

• Self-healing components (also known as self-healing materials), which allow them to repair 

themselves after being injured. 

• The composition of materials that are usable up to extremely high temperatures (as faced by space 

shuttles re-entering Earth's atmosphere from space) has been appropriately modified so that they are 

useful at these temperatures through the process of processing; (thermal damping) 

In a similar vein, Takagi (1990) envisioned the development of superior and more useful materials that would 

be capable of recognizing, differentiating, adapting, self-diagnosing, and self-learning. 

Sensors and actuators Based on Piezoelectricity 

Because to its high displacement precision (subnanometer) and enormous actuation forces, piezoelectric 

actuators, also known as PEA, and localization methods based on piezoelectric actuators have found 

widespread application in the disciplines of micro and nano localization. Atomic force microscopes, adaptive 
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optics, computer components, machine tools, aircraft, internal combustion engines, micromanipulators, and 

imaging techniques based on synchrotrons are some examples of these uses (typically several hundred N). 

Piezoelectric devices have lately garnered a lot of attention due to the fact that they have a low power 

consumption, excellent material linearity, and a quick reaction when they are subjected to external pressures. 

a number of different intelligent assemblies that have been integrated with various intelligent devices, such as 

piezoelectric sensors and actuators, acoustic noise cancellation, damage detection, structural condition 

monitoring, vibration error suppression, static wing torque control of helicopters, missile fins, profile changes, 

and so on. The effectiveness of these ingeniously conceived solutions and tools has been demonstrated time 

and again. It is not uncommon for people in the scientific, military, medical, and even industrial communities 

to make use of piezoelectric devices in order to accomplish particular goals. The ability of piezoelectric 

devices to convert mechanical energy into electrical energy is one of the most significant characteristics that 

these devices possess. One of the distinguishing qualities of piezoelectric devices is their ability to produce 

this effect. Conveniently, this capacity of a network has been realized by creating the forward and reverse 

piezoelectric effects of piezoelectric devices such as actuators or flow sensors that are supplemented or fixed 

in the network. 

Piezoelectric bimorphs 

A bitmap is a beam that is made up of two different dynamic layers and may be utilized for either activation 

or tracking, depending on the situation. A bitmap is equivalent to a beam. In addition to this, it may consist 

of a passive layer that is situated in the center of two dynamic planes. A piezoelectric monomorph structure 

consists of just two layers: one dynamic (that is, piezoelectric) layer and one passive (that is, non-

piezoelectric) layer. This is due to the fact that the two levels have very few similarities with one another. 

Piezoelectric bimorphs are the most common example of this phenomena, hence the term was given to them. 

When a voltage is applied to the bimorph, one of the dynamic layers will function, while the other will expand. 

This will cause the bimorph to curve in response to the application of the voltage. The piezoelectric bimorph 

causes an increased bending displacement at the interface between the top and lower layers. However, this 

comes at the cost of a higher voltage, which shortens the duration of the effect. In the event that a bimorphic 

piezoactuator is constructed from multiple laminates, each of which is a piezoelectric compound, and the 

electroelastic properties of the laminate are characterized by such a magnitude as the reliability of the mirror 

in relation to it if the mean plane is maintained, then the bimorphic piezoactuator will be bimorphic. , which 

explains the circumstances under which this takes place. Piezoelectric actuators like to be an integrated part 

of the assembly, and they adhere scrupulously to the three-dimensional deflection compensation equations at 

each and every place on the body. The complexity of these equations has been reduced such that they may be 

used to generalized planar stresses. You also have the option of utilizing bimorphic piezo fan systems. The 

installation requirements for these fans are extremely straightforward, yet they are able to generate airflow 

and finely regulate wind speed. The sensing, actuation, and management capabilities of piezoelectric entities 

give them the capacity to alter the response of the network. The first version of the concept comprises of an 

expanding substrate that either has built-in piezoelectric actuators or surface-mounted actuators. The 

displacement range predicted by the conventional laminated sheet theory (CLPT) is taken into account. The 

piezoelectric bimorphic beam is the subject of the second model. In this model, the transverse isotropy axis 

of each layer has a potential tendency to align in breadth. 

Piezoelectric uniform 
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Without initially analyzing the vibrations produced by the piezometallic mesh, it is difficult to make an 

accurate prediction regarding the active performance of the robot. Even modifying an existing strategy that is 

working well requires it. In addition to this, it is essential to carry out measurements on the linked nature of 

the piezoelectricity. A piezoelectric smooth actuator is an asymmetric device that is made up of a piezoelectric 

active layer and an elastic passive layer that are coupled to one another. As the dynamic layer grows in size 

or binds, there is a corresponding rise in full-length bending and stretching. This is because the two layers 

have sustained different amounts of damage. When utilized as dynamic layers in a uniform actuator, 

piezoelectric ceramics such as PZT, which are piezoelectric, allow the device to flex up and down during 

expansion and contraction. Other piezoelectric ceramics include yttria-stabilized lead zirconate titanate (YSZ-

GZT). Recent advancements have resulted in a significant rise in both the actuation force and displacement 

of a wide variety of highly expressive piezoelectric uniform actuators. A uniform piezoelectric actuator is a 

type of piezoelectric ceramic actuator that has improved displacement, and its name comes from how the 

actuator's displacement is uniform. These piezoelectric ceramic actuators may be seen in action in THUNDER 

and LIPCA, to name just two examples.  

The piezoelectric plate that is used in unimorph actuators is coupled to a spring plate that does not include 

piezoelectric material. In a bimorphic actuator, the two piezoelectric plates are bonded together by a third 

elastic layer that is sandwiched between the two piezoelectric layers. This is likely done in order to strengthen 

the mechanical dependability of the device. Both bimorphic and unimorphic actuators undergo an increase in 

displacement as well as force when one piezoelectric layer adjusts to the growth of another one. On the other 

hand, this is something that can only occur in uniform actuators when the piezoelectric layer either condenses 

or separates. It is well knowledge that the weak deflection of a regular beam is influenced by a variety of 

parameters, including the geometric size of the beam, the characteristics of the material that makes up the 

beam, and other elements. So, it is very necessary to carry out amplitude optimization on the device in order 

to accomplish a bigger degree of bias in a microactuator. Under the scope of this study, an investigation into 

the influence of device limits on uniform beam deflection was carried out, and the obstacle posed to 

accomplish this objective was effectively surmounted. In order to accomplish the goals of this study, a uniform 

cantilever from a variety of devices has been explored. This cantilever has one side coated in a piezoelectric 

polymer, such as PVDF, and the other side coated in a non-piezoelectric paint layer. 

Uses for materials that have piezoelectric properties 

• High voltage generators, which are utilized in the lighting of gas appliances, lighters, and detonators 

for explosives 

• High-power ultrasonic generators for applications include ultrasonic cleaning of home and industrial 

equipment, sonar, depth sounders, ultrasonic welding of plastics and metals, ultrasonic drilling and 

processing of delicate materials, ultrasonic welding, and atomization of liquids; 

• Sensors that are used in the production of accelerometers, as well as sensor systems utilized in 

equipment, medical devices, and automobiles, such as crash/airbag sensors, knock sensors, liquid level 

and viscosity meters, and liquid level and viscosity meters. 

Actuators are used in a wide variety of devices, including inkjet printers, textile equipment, hard drives with 

head positioning, flexible Braille components, piezoelectric motors, micropumps, and valves. 
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Actuators that are constructed using piezo components are consistently picked as the application kind that is 

favored. The electromechanical control system that is used to dampen vibrations includes these components 

as an essential component of the system. Piezoelectric actuators are devices that, when a voltage is applied to 

them, are capable of creating a little amount of displacement while yet exerting a significant amount of force. 

These actuators may be used in a variety of applications. An ultra-precise control of force or pressure, the 

creation and management of high forces or pressures in static or dynamic configurations, and ultra-precise 

positioning are just some of the many applications that may make use of a piezoelectric actuator. One type of 

actuator known as a piezoelectric actuator is one that transforms an electrical signal into a displacement that 

can be accurately controlled physically (stroke). Clamping force is created whenever movement is stopped, 

which is a very beneficial force. Because of the exact motion control they provide, piezoelectric actuators 

may be used to fine-tune machining tools as well as lenses, mirrors, and other sorts of devices. Actuators 

controlled by piezoelectric forces are another option for controlling the operation of hydraulic valves. In 

addition to satisfying the requirements of other applications that call for motion or power, they may perform 

the tasks of tiny displacement pumps or motors created specifically for the purpose. The lathe makes the 

connection between the cutting tool and the piezoelectric material actuators. Using a card designed for 

geographic data collecting and control makes it feasible to exercise active real-time control. Different control 

gains and two distinct varieties of piezoelectric actuators are utilized over the course of the control operation.  

Different control gains are utilized for piezoelectric actuators depending on the component of the machine 

that is being machined. This demonstrates the influence that controller advances have on the vibration of the 

tool as well as the roughness of the surface. It is handled by modeling the arm as a flexible arm in order to 

handle adaptive vibration control that is based on a piezoelectric actuator with a flexible arm. Wafers are 

transported with its help during the fabrication of semiconductors. The control signal that is created will 

govern the activity of the actuators, and the objective of this action will be to lessen the structural deformation 

that was brought on by the impact that was applied to the structure. As a direct result of the rapid technological 

developments that have been achieved in sensors, actuators, and real-time controllers, the limits of vibration 

control systems have been pushed to a whole new level. This has been accomplished in a manner that is 

completely unprecedented. When using technology that relies on mechatronics, there is a substantial amount 

of integration that must take place. The use of piezoelectric actuators for the purpose of active vibration control 

has been shown extensively both on the ground and in wind tunnels, and these demonstrations have provided 

compelling proof about the practicality of this application. 

OBJECTIVES  

1. Research has to be finished for the Active Drill Pipe Experimental Research. 

2. Carrying out investigations into the modeling, analyzing, and simulation aspects of active vibration 

control. 

RESEARCH METHODOLOGY  

Active vibration control is a method that involves applying an opposing force to a structure in such a manner 

that it is properly out of phase with the force that first caused the structure to vibrate but has the same 

magnitude as the force that initially caused the structure to oscillate. Active vibration control is a strategy that 

may be utilized to regulate the structure's overall vibration. This method of treatment is referred to as active 
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vibration control, and that is its name. As a direct consequence of these two opposing pressures balancing 

each other out, the structure ceases to shake, which puts an end to the vibration. Piezoelectric and piezoelectric 

ceramic materials have the potential to be utilized in the manufacturing of actuators and sensors. By utilizing 

these materials, it is feasible to convert mechanical energy into electrical energy, and vice versa. When 

pressure or other types of mechanical stress are applied to a material known as a piezoelectric material, a 

certain type of crystal known as a piezoelectric material will create electricity (direct impact). The application 

of an electric field to a material that possesses piezoelectric properties will result in the material deforming; 

this phenomenon is referred to as the "reverse effect." The piezoelectric sensor is able to pick up noise from 

the surrounding environment and create voltage by directly utilizing the piezoelectric effect. On the other side, 

the reverse piezoelectric effect causes the piezoelectric actuator to generate a force, which may be used as a 

driving force. This force is produced by the piezoelectric actuator. The piezoelectric actuator is responsible 

for the generation of this force. In order to generate the proper amount of control force in reaction to the signal 

that has been determined, a controller is required. 

DATA ANALYSIS  

A lathe is a device that can perform a wide variety of jobs, offering great assistance and adaptability in the 

workshop. Drilling, a type of machining operation, can drill a full hole in the part. The drill busbar, which is 

longer than it is wide, is one of the defining features of this type of busbar. A cutting tool is attached to the 

end of the drill rod that is not attached to a tool holder or chuck. The other end of the boring bar is free. When 

metal is cut into a hole or recess in the workpiece, the cutting tool is used to perform the cutting action. 

Crackling is likely on a dull stick due to its thick long thin profile. One of the most common types of 

machining that can cause vibration is drilling deep into a part. Cutting metal in a vibrating environment has 

poor results in workpiece surface quality, tool life and undesirable noise levels. Drill pipe vibrations were 

investigated. A stochastic process with time-varying statistical properties and nonlinear properties can be used 

to characterize the vibrations. This process can also have nonlinear properties. In internal turning, the 

movement of the boring bar usually has components in both the cutting speed and depth of cut directions. 

On the other hand, the motion of a boring bar is usually greater in the direction of the cutting speed in a 

continuous machining process. This relates to one of the base bar's two deflection modes and occurs more 

frequently as the cutting speed increases. As a direct result of this resonant motion, extremely high levels of 

vibration often occur in the drill string. Below is an example of a typical drilling operation. It is common 

practice to install a tuned vibration isolator on boring bars as a preventative measure against vibration. 

Adjusting the spring element's reaction mass weight and stiffness and damping characteristics allows the 

absorber to be tuned across the fundamental vibration frequency range of the drill string. The vibrations 

caused by this are reduced during the cutting process. Research has also been done on active vibration 

dampers based on inertial mass actuators. Both active and passive anti-vibration mounts can provide some 

comfort, but are most useful when placed at the bottom of the toolbar. Active machine tool vibration control, 

on the other hand, involves using a variety of different strategies to apply a control force to the drill string. 

The method used was to use an active clamp pocket, meaning that the drill rod clamp was used as a secondary 

source of vibration and the results were positive. 
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Design an active boring bar 

For the purposes of this study, an arm piercing tool with an arm length-to-diameter ratio of 6.25 and a length-

to-diameter ratio of clamp distance of 2.5 was evaluated. 

Selection from bored rod AND Work Material 

HE bored rod i had HE special from S40UPCLNLNL 12 AND Carbide insert with CNMG 120408 RH 

WM25CT specification from EM. WIDIA extension i had necessary Inside HE To learn. Material shear tests 

EN8 (AISI 1040) carbon steel. The process of material deformation of this material during turning. excites the 

drill pipe in a narrow band and encourage difficult bored rod vibration levels, emerging Inside HE poor 

Surface quality, tool breakage and high acoustic noise levels. Piece The outer diameter used in cutting tests 

is 100 mm, the inner diameter 70 mm diameter and 250 mm length. for watching Machining process for 

continuous turning and testing AND measurements successfully without destroy Anyone sensitive AND 

treasure Crew, HE cutting was done To do The boring bar is designated S40UPCLNL 12, while the M/s 

carbide insert is designated CNMG 120408 RH WM25CT. Both features are shown in the table below. 

WIDIA database was used for the research. 

For the cutting tests, carbon steel with a machining hardness of EN8 (AISI 1040) was chosen as the material. 

The deformation of this material during rotation excites the low-bandwidth drill string and is likely to cause 

significant vibration in the drill string. This results in poor surface finish, tool breakage and significant 

acoustic noise levels. The cutting tests were carried out with a 250 mm long piece with an outer diameter of 

100 mm and an inner diameter of 70 mm. The cutting process was done in-house so that it can be monitored 

as the metal is constantly being cut in rotation. This allowed efficient experiments and measurements to be 

made without the risk of damaging sensitive or expensive equipment. 

Cut Behaviour 

HE cutting parameters I selected by Inside tool making Catalog. 

Table 1 Experimental setup for testing maximum feed and maximum depth of cut, variable feed and 

variable depth of cut 

Opinions Variable 

performance 

testing 

Variable depth of 

cut 

maximum power 

and maximum 

depth of cut 

Cutting speed (m/min.) 170 170 170 

Feed (mm/rev) 0.2, 0.25 and 0.3 0.35 0.4 

Depth of cut (mm) one 1.5,2 and 2.5 3 

SELECTION OF PIEZOELECTRIC SENSOR AND ACTUATOR 
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Piezo used with SP-5H standard and supplied by M/s. Bengali pottery. It has an extremely high dielectric 

constant, high coupling coefficient and high d constant and is widely used in sensors, actuators, transducers, 

etc. Things ("www.sparklereramics.com"). 

 

Figure 2 Piezoelectric actuator and sensor 

ASSETS BORED ROD 

While the boring bar is in cut, tangential cutting forces and radial cutting forces try to push the tool away 

from the part being cut. To create knurling, tangential shear force moves the tool down and away from the 

centerline (Positioning the actuator in the down position, below the centerline of the drill pipe, as shown 

above, is very important to control drill pipe vibration. The vibration mode of the drill string will begin to 

exhibit secondary vibration as follows: a result of the actuator actions. The position of the sensor and actuator, 

must be optimized to provide maximum controllability.  

ACTIVE DRILLING ROD - ONLY MODEL 

An Euler-Bernoulli beam (Andren 2003) can be used as a simple beam Model showing the structural dynamic 

properties of a drill pipe. Most real structural systems characterized by the ability to support cut and show 

internal hardness (Fuller 1996). Euler–Bernoulli radius model to assume AND HE DEFLECTION from HE 

centre Couple East a few AND Only from beginning to end. Although this theory assumes the existence of a 

transverse shear force, Neglect any shear deformation. Also, the rotational inertia is neglected. model (Doyle, 

1997); (To the man, 2001). 

Signal rule for displacements, forces and moments. East LIKE to continue; species AND journey Inside HE 

positive addresses from HE coordinate system axes are positive and a moment about a coordinate system 

Counterclockwise rotation axis seen from end The coordinate system axis with respect to the origin is 

considered positive.  

VEHICLE GEOMETRIC MODEL 

Using the ANSYS software, a model of the active components of the sounding array, namely the sounding 

string, body, piezoelectric sensor and piezoelectric actuator was created. Table 2 and Table 3 provide 

information about the properties of the components used in the construction of the building. Figure 2 shows 

how the drive can be placed in a variety of different positions on the energized drill string. 
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Figure 3 Maximum deviation for testing variable cable 2 in slot 2 

Table 2 Properties of active materials of drill rods 

stage name material 

quality 

Density, 

(kg/m3) 

modulus of 

elasticity 

(mpa) 

property 

a boring bar ES-19 7850 206845 0.33 

 

adding 

carbide coated  

15800 

 

550000 

 

0.29 

Network and Element Art 

20 higher grade node elements were used to interlock the drill pipe geometry with and without actuator. This 

object has been used, 3D Solid 186. The level of accuracy you seek should guide you in deciding how many 

components to use in your idealization. Including a significant number of components gives accurate results. 

There are many components to solving a problem, and once this threshold is reached, accuracy cannot be 

improved much by simply increasing the grid size. The search for network independence led to the discovery 

of the maximum allowable network size. The number of components is incrementally increased while 

simultaneously measuring the deflection of the boring bar. It was found that the deflection is constant at a 

given grid size and further increasing the grid size does not cause any change in drill pipe deflection. Item 

count was 38038 at 156610 nodes. 
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Figure 4 uninteresting post placement on the network 

Static Analyzes 

Because drilling is a cutting action within a bar, the shear force can be applied to a point some distance from 

where the bar rests. The height is the unsupported space between the insert and where the boring bar clamps. 

For longer overhangs, the boring bar is used to drill a deeper hole. However, the increase in overhang 

increases the possibility of excessive bending and vibration. For a rod used for drilling to perform well, it 

must have high stiffness. It works on the assumption that the cutting force acts evenly across the entire hole. 

Hardness can manifest itself in two different ways. Dynamic and static stiffness always show vibration or 

deflection. The basic equation governing the deflection of a drill pipe describes what measures would be 

useful to stabilize a drilling process. The deviation is measured in degrees. 

CONCLUSION 

A modal analysis is required to determine the natural frequencies whose results are used as input parameters 

for the test setup. A transition study was conducted as part of the dynamic behavior study. Software and 

hardware are interconnected to create the experimental setup. After designing a state feedback algorithm, Lab 

VIEW was used to generate the block diagram. The Lab VIEW program was used as an interface for 

computerized beam control. The first part of the experiment was to simulate the beam to detect wild wobble. 

The second part of the experiment is to place the controller in different positions to find the maximum 

controllability position. These studies are done to ensure the effectiveness of active vibration control in 

cantilever structures or the effectiveness of PI controllers for ideal conditions. To perform these searches, the 

actuator is placed in one of four different settings. the process of determining which position of an actuator 

offers the most controllability and that the entire system works best. In the second phase, computational 

analysis and experimental verification will be performed, respectively, using a unique system with many 

cutting parameters, a 3D elbow drill pipe, and a real-time setup.  
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